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0. Abstract 

・The aim of this study is to explore how labels work at the (CI) interface. 

・To achieve the goal, we simplify Chomsky’s (2015) architecture, eliminating the dubious stipulation: C-deletion. 

・With the simplified mechanism, we discuss (i) in-situ wh operators, (ii) criterial freezing, and (iii) wh-islands. 

 

1 Introduction: Labeling Theory 

(1)    Chomsky (2013) separates Merge from projection, reformulating Merge as the pure set-forming operation. 

(2)   Merge (X, Y) = {X, Y} 

(3)   For a syntactic object SO to be interpreted, some information is necessary about it: what kind of object is 

it? Labeling is the process of providing that information.  (Chomsky (2013: 43)) 

(4)   Chomsky’s (2013, 2015) labeling algorithm (LA): Minimal Head Detection 

   a.  {β X, {α Y, ZP}} (α=Y, β=X) 

 b.  {γ {β X, WP}, {α Y, ZP}} (α=Y, β=X, γ=??) 

 c.  {γ {β X, WP}, {α Y, ZP}} (α=Y, β=X, γ=X) 

 d.  {γ {β X[uF], WP}, {α Y[F], ZP}} (α=Y, β=X, γ=<F, F>) 

(5)     Aim of this Study 

   Sticking to the primitive role of labels shown in (3), we explore how labels work at the (CI) interface. 

 

2 Issues in the Labeling Theory 

2.1 Issue in the Framework with no LF 

 (6)   In-Situ Wh 

    Who ate what? 

 (7)   Assumption on Wh Operators 

    The quantificational force of wh operators are not specified, and wh operators have unvalued 

quantificational feature [uQ]. (cf. Nishigauchi (1990: 22), Chomsky (2015: 11, note 12), Saito (2017)) 

 (8)   [uQ] on Wh Operators 

  a.   What [uQ] does[Int] John like? ([uQ] is specified as [Interrogative] by C) 

  b.   the girl who[uQ] C[Rel] John likes ([uQ] is specified as [Relative] by C) 

  c.   What[uQ] a beautiful woman C[Ex] she is! ([uQ] is specified as [Exclamative] by C) 

 (9)   Problem of [uQ] on In-Situ Wh 

    Probe-goal Agree for valuation of [uQ] (Chomsky (2015, 2016)) does not work since c-command is 

prerequisite for Agree, and since what in (6) does not c-command C[Int]. 
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2.2. Issues in the Free Merge Hypothesis 

 (10)   The Free Merge Hypothesis (Chomsky (2004 et seq.)) 

     Merge can apply freely, since it is the primitive operation for structure-building. 

 (11)    Criterial Freezing 

  a. *What did you ask she ate? 

  b.   {what did you ask [what C she ate what]} 

 (12)    Wh-Island 

  a. *What did you ask where she ate? 

  b.  {what did you ask {what [where C she ate what]}} 

 (13)   The free Merge hypothesis cannot preclude illicit movement of wh operators in (11) and (12). 

 (14)   Chomsky’s (2013) Answer for (11). 

    Premise 1: Copies by movement are invisible to MS. (=(4c)) 

    Premise 2: The label <Int, Int> produces wh interrogatives, and the label C[Int] yes-no interrogatives. 

    Consequence: Since the label <Int, Int> is not obtained in the embedded clause (premise 1), the embedded 

clause is interpreted as an yes-no interrogative clause (premise 2), leading to gibberish at the 

CI interface. 

 (15) a. *What did you ask she ate? 

  b.  {γ What[uQ] did[Int] you {β what {α C[Int] you ask she ate what}}} (α=β=C[Int], γ=<Int, Int>) 

 (16)   We do not adopt (14). Rather, we assume the following, suggesting that the difference between the two 

types of interrogatives should be derived in terms of the types of operators, not labels. 

 (17) a.   The Types of Interrogatives: Yes-No Interrogative 

    Yes-no interrogatives involve a null operator op taking events as their complements. These null operators 

yield disjunctive meaning of yes-no interrogatives. The label should be <Int, Int> by op and C[Int]. 

  (cf. Jayaseelan (2001, 2012)) 

   b.   The Types of Interrogatives: Wh-Interrogative 

     Wh interrogatives involve wh operators, which yield operator-variable interpretations. The label should 

be <Int, Int>by wh operators and C[Int]1. 

 (18) a.   Does John like Mary? 

  b.   {<Int, Int> op[uQ] {CQ does[Int] {<phi, phi> John like Mary}}} 

 (19) a.   What does John like? 

  b.   {<Int, Int> what[uQ] {CQ does[Int] {<phi, phi> John like what}}} 

 

3 Conceptual Problems in the Labeling Theory 

3.1 C-Command and Proper Subset at the CI Interface 

 (20)    Deriving C-Command from Merge: Derivational C-Command 

    At the timing of merger, SOs form the merge-mate relation. (Epstein et al. (1998), Seely (2006)) 

 

                                                      
1 The more detailed mechanism is shown in section 4. 
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 (21)    Does derivational c-command work at the (CI) interface? 

     No, since the interface is given the already-formed set, and since Merge cannot be assumed at the CI 

interface. 

 (22)    {{X, W}, {Y, Z}} 

     i. Locate the set {X, W}. 

     ii. Locate the Merge-mate set {Y, Z} 

     iii. Apply the operation which affects Y (or Z). 

 (23)   Derivational relations cannot be taken over at the CI interface, since we need to postulate some memory 

for the relations, which is not the simplest answer. 

 (24)    What is the primitive relation at the CI interface? 

 (25)    Proper Subset Relation with Labels 

     {β X {α Y, Z}} 

      i: β=X (by the LA) 

      ii: The set has the property of X (by definition of labels) 

      iii: Y (or Z) is affected by X. 

 

3.2 Minimality in Minimal Search (MS) 

 (26)    Kitahara (2019) 

     Minimality of MS is defined by the proper subset relation of paths. 

 (27)    Path in the H-XP configuration 

     {β X {α Y, ZP}} 

      i: PATH (X)=β 

      ii: PATH (Y)=(β, α) 

      iii: PATH (X)⊂PATH (Y) 

 (28)    Path in the XP-YP configuration 

     {γ {α X, WP}, {β Y, ZP}} 

      i: PATH (X)=(γ, α) 

      ii: PATH (Y)=(γ, β)  

      iii: PATH (X)⊄PATH (Y) ⋂ PATH (Y)⊄PATH (X) 

 (29)    Path in the multiple spec construction 

  a.   Bunmei koku-ga  dansei-ga  heikin-zymyoo-ga  mijikai. 

     civilized countries-NOM male-NOM average-lifespan-NOM is short 

     “It is civilized countries that men, their average lifespan is short in” (Kuno (1973)) 

  b.   {ε {δ X, SP} {γ {β Y, UP}, {α Z, WP}}}} 

      i: PATH (X)=(ε, δ) 

      ii: PATH (Y)=(ε, γ, β) 

      iii. PATH (Z)=(ε, γ, α) 
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3.3 Conceptual Discussion on Labels 

 (30)    Labels are not literally given to the set. 

     Problems of Inclusiveness Condition, No Tampering Condition, or/and Cyclicity 

  a.  The Inclusiveness Condition: Syntax must not introduce new objects other than lexical items LIs. 

    →Is the label <phi, phi> an LI? 

  b.   The No Tampering Condition: The internal structure of SOs must not be modified.  (Narita (2010: 16)) 

    →Is the operation {X {Y, ZP}}→{β X {α Y, ZP}} tenable? 

  c.   Cyclicity: Operations must be applied in a cyclic fashion. 

     →Is the operation {X {Y, ZP}}→{β X {α Y, ZP}} tenable? 

 (31)    Labels are detectable from the structural set. 

 (32)    Chomsky (2015): Once some label is assigned to the structure, the label does not change. 

 (33)    Further Problem on Chomsky’s view 1: Two types of memory―Memory on SOs and memory on labels 

 (34)    Further Problem on Chomsky’s view 2: Contradictory Labels 

     Application rule of labeling 

    1st option: MS checks the set whether it has the label, and when the set lucks the label, MS specifies the 

head as its label. 

    2nd option: MS locates the head of the set and specifies it as the label regardless of the presence of the 

label. 

 (35)    The problem of 1st option: It is complex. 

     The problem of 2nd option: Labels contradict. 

  a.  {γ v* {β OBJ {α R, OBJ}}} (α=R, β=<phi, phi>) 

  b.   {δ C SUBJ T SUBJ {γ R-v* {β OBJ {α R, OBJ}}}} (α=??, β=OBJ, γ=R, δ=C) 

 (36)    Further Problem: The Timing of MS (LA) 

     Chomsky (2013) 

     Premise: Labels are required at the CI/SM interfaces. 

     Conclusion: MS (LA) is to be part of Transfer, by which SOs go to each interface. 

     Chomsky (2015) 

     MS (LA) is part of phase level operations, but not part of Transfer: feature inheritance→MS (LA)→C 

deletion/R-to-v* movement→Transfer 

 (37)    Chomsky (2015) cannot deduce the timing of MS (LA) from the conceptual necessity of labels. 

 (38)    Assumption on the Timing of MS (LA) 

  a.   MS (LA) is part of Transfer. (Chomsky (2013)) 

  a´.   Premise 1: The role of syntax is to produce the structure legible to the interfaces. 

     Premise 2: MS is part of 3rd factor. 

    Argument: Syntax just forms the set (without labels), and each interface can automatically read labels by 

MS, which does not increase conceptual burden by premise 2. 
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3.4 That-T(race) Effect 

 (39)    Who do you think (*that) likes Mary? 

 (40)    Chomsky’s (2015) assumptions to explain the that-t effect 

  a.   C deletion, which literally deletes C to shift the domain of Transfer. 

  b.   The domain of Transfer shifts to the complement of T, the derived phase head. 

 (41)    Problems of (40)  

     Problem of (40a): No Tampering Condition 

     Problem of (40b): Memory on labels (cf. (33)) 

 (42)    Empirical Problem 

     Chomsky’s analysis cannot accommodate some prosodic amelioration of the effect. 

 (43) a.  Who do you think *that/√th’t who wrote Barriers? (Kandybowicz (2006: 25), partially modified) 

  b.   Who do you hope *for/√fer who to win? (Kandybowicz (2006: 25), partially modified) 

  c.   John said that someone would write a new textbook, but I can’t remember who John said that who would 

write a new textbook. (Kandybowicz (2006: 25), partially modified) 

 (44)    *<C0, t> iff 

     i. C0&t are adjacent within a prosodic phrase AND 

     ii. C0 is aligned with a prosodic phrase boundary (Kandybowicz (2006: 27)) 

 (45)    The violation of that-t effect dose not induce syntactic deviance. 

 (46)    The Modified Labeling Algorithm 

  a.   MS is minimal head detection. 

  b.   Agreement features provide the label. 

  c.   Copies by movement become invisible to MS iff labeling conflicts. 

 (47)   Syntax does not have C deletion nor shift of the Transfer domain (nor Agree). 

 (48) a.   {γ {α X, WP}, {β Y, ZP}} (α=X, β=Y, γ=X) 

  b.   {γ {α X[F], WP}, {β Y[uF], ZP}} (α=X, β=Y, γ=<F, F>) 

 (49) a. * Who do you think that likes Mary? 

  b.   {θ who[uQ] {η C[Int] {ζ you {ε T {δ think {γ that {β who {α T {v*P who likes Mary}}}}}}}}}  

      (α=T, β=<phi, phi>, γ=that, δ=R-v*, ε=T, ζ=<phi, phi>, η=C, θ=<Int, Int>) 

 

3.5 Agreement without Agree 

 (50)    Epstein, Kitahara and Seely (EKS) (2017) 

    Argument 

  a.   The information of the label <F, F> comes from the valued feature. 

  b.   At the interfaces, [uF] is interpreted as [F] by the medium of the label <F, F> 

     Consequences 

  a.   Agree is not assumed in syntax.  

  b.   [uF] remains unvalued in syntax. 
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3.6 Interim Summary 

 (51) a.   The primitive relation at the interface is the proper subset relation, not c-command. 

  b.   Minimality in MS is calculated according to paths. It allows the multiple spec constructions.  

      (Kitahara (2019)) 

  c.   Labels are not added literally to the set. Rather, they are detectable through MS at the timing of Transfer/at 

the interfaces. 

  d.   The that-t effect is the prosodic phenomenon. 

  e.   The modified LA makes copies invisible as a last resort and does not involve C deletion nor shift of Transfer 

domain. 

  f.    The agreement effect is obtained through the label <F, F> without syntactic Agree. (EKS (2017)) 

 

4 Analysis of Wh Constructions 

4.1 In-Situ Wh Operator 

 (52)   The CI/SM interfaces assign the relevant value to [uF] iff it is contained in the set labeled <F, F>.  

      (EKS (2017)) 

 (53) a.   Who ate what? (=(6)) 

  b.   {ε who[uQ] {δ C[Int] {γ who[uQ] {β T {α who[uQ] ate what[uQ]}}}}} 

      (α=R-v*, β=T, γ=<phi, phi>, δ=C, ε=<Int, Int>) 

 (54)    The problem of [uF] is that it cannot be interpreted at the interfaces. In (53), because what is contained in 

the set labeled <F, F>, which specifies the set as an interrogative, [uQ] is also uniquely interpreted as an 

interrogative. 

 

4.2. Criterial Freezing 

 (55)    Assumption: Interpretive Rule 

     Wh operators immediately contained in the set labeled <Int, Int> must take their scopes at the label. 

 (56)    Definition 

     A set immediately contains an SO X iff X (partly) serves as the label of the set. 

 (57) a.   Who do you think John likes? 

     b.   {ν who {μ C {λ you {κ T {ι you {θ think {η who {ζ C {ε John {δ T {γ who {β John {α likes who}}}}}}}}}}}}} 

      (α=β=γ=R-v*, δ=T, ε=<phi, phi>, ζ=η=C, θ=ι=R-v*, κ=T, λ=<phi, phi>, μ=C, ν=<Int, Int>) 

 (58)    The scope of who: ν 

 (59) a. * What did you ask what she ate? (=(11)) 

  b.   {θ what {η C {ζ you {ε T {δ you {γ R-v* {β what {α C she ate}}}}}}}}} 

      (α=C, β=<Int, Int>, γ=δ=R-v*, ε=T, ζ=<phi, phi>, η=did, θ=<Int, Int>) 

 (60)    The scope of who: β and θ 

     →scope clash 
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4.3. Wh-Island 

 (61) a. * What did you ask where she ate? (=(12)) 

  b.  {γ what did you ask {β what {α where C she ate what}}}  (α=<Int, Int>, β=<Int, Int>, γ=<Int, Int>) 

 (62)   The scope of where: α 

     The scope of what: β and γ 

     →scope clash 

 

4.4. The Scope Ambiguity 

 (63)    Who knows where we bought what? (Pesetsky (1987: 99)) 

 (64)    Who obligatorily takes the matrix scope, and where obligatorily takes the embedded scope, but the scope 

of what is ambiguous. (Baker (1970), Chomsky (1973), Pesetsky (1987)) 

 (65)    How does the proposed analysis allow this ambiguity? 

 (66)    Choice function 

  a.   Which lady e read which book? 

  b.   for which <x, f> (lady(x)) and (x read f(book)) 

  c.   {P|(∃ <x, f>) (CH(f) & lady(x) & P =ˆ(x read f(book)) & true(P))}  (Reinhart (1998: 41)) 

 (67)    In-situ wh operators are combined with another wh operators. 

 (68)    The locality problem? 

     Locality by c-command: where in the spec of the embedded CP c-commands what, and who in the spec of 

the matrix CP c-commands where and who. 

     →By locality by c-command relation, what (or choice function of what) must be combined with where. 

 (69)     Locality by proper subset relation 

  a.   Who knows where we bought what? (=(63)) 

  b.  {β who knows {α where we bought what}} (α=<Int, Int>, β=<Int, Int>) 

 (70)    Premise 1: In-situ wh operators are combined with another wh operators, not with the label <Int, Int>. 

     Consequence 1: The embedded label <Int, Int> does not show the intervention effect. 

    Premise 2: Locality is calculated by the proper subset relation between the labeled sets. 

     Consequence 2: Since neither who nor where itself serves as the label, where does not intervene the 

combination of who and what. 

 (71)   Why is the immediate containment special? 

 The immediately contained SO is necessary for the label (and therefore, necessary for interpretation).→The 

scope is rigid. 

     In-situ wh operators do not provide the label <Int, Int> and are not required for interpretation. →Their 

scopes are flexible. 
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4.5. Extension: Additional Wh Effect in Japanese 

 (72)  ??  John-wa [Mary-ga  nani-o  katta  ka dooka] siritagatte iru no? 

     John-TOP Mary-NOM what-ACC bought whether  know-want  Q 

     ‘What does John want to know whether Mary bought?’  (Watanabe (1992: 263)) 

 (73) a.  John-wa [Mary-ga  nani-o  katta  ka dooka] dare-ni  tazuneta no? 

     John-TOP Mary-NOM what-ACC bought whether  who-DAT asked Q 

     ‘Who did John ask t whether Mary bought what?’ (Watanabe (1992: 263)) 

  b.?? John-wa [Mary-ga  nani-o  katta  ka dooka] Tom-ni  tazuneta no? 

     John-TOP Mary-NOM what-ACC bought whether  Tom-DAT asked Q 

    ‘What did John ask Tom whether Mary bought t?’ (Watanabe (1992: 263)) 

 (74)    In-situ languages have wh-particles. Languages with wh-particles are in-situ languages.  

      (Cheng (1997: 18)) 

 (75)    Interpretive Rule on Wh Operators in Languages with Wh-Particles 

  a.   [uQ] on wh operators are interpreted as [Interrogative] in the set labeled by wh-particles. 

  b.   The scopes of wh operators are defined according to one of the following rules:  

      i. When wh operators moves to the spec of CP, they take their scopes at the label <Int, Int>.  (=(55)) 

      ii. When wh operators stay at the in-situ positions, they take their scopes at the label of wh-particles. 

      iii. Choice function specifies the scope of wh operators in multiple wh interrogatives.  (=(67)) 

 (76)   Japanese interrogatives do not involve a null operator. 

    [[Dono ronbun-o kaita] hito]-ga  itiban yuumei-desu ka? 

      which paper-ACC wrote person-NOM most  famous-is Q 

    ‘(The) person who wrote which paper is the most famous?’ (Nishigauchi (1990: 11)) 

 (77)    Locality 

  a.  (75bi): The label <Int, Int> defines locality. 

  b.   (75bii): The label of wh-particles defines locality. 

  c.   (75biii): Other wh operators define locality2. 

 (78)    (72): Nani-o is interpreted by (75bii). 

    {β ... {α ...nani...ka dooka}...no} (α=ka dooka, β=no) 

     → The label of wh-particle ka dooka intervenes nani-o and the other wh-particle no by (75biii). 

     (73a): Dare-ni is interpreted by (75bii) and nani-o is interpreted by (75biii). 

    {β ... {α ...nani...ka dooka} dare...no} (α=ka dooka, β=no) 

     →Wh-particle ka dooka does not intervene nani-o and dare-ni. 

    (73b): Nani-o is interpreted by (75bii). 

    {β ... {α ...nani...ka dooka}...no} (α=ka dooka, β=no) 

     →The label of wh-particle ka dooka intervenes nani-o and the other wh-particle no. 

  

                                                      
2 However, since wh operators do not serve as labels in interrogatives, this type of locality can be ignored. 
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5. Conclusion 

 (79) a.   The primitive relation at the interface is the proper subset relation, not c-command. 

  b.   Minimality in MS is calculated according to paths. It allows the multiple spec constructions.  

      (Kitahara (2019)) 

  c.   Labels are not added literally to the set. Rather, they are detectable through MS at the timing of Transfer/at 

the interfaces. 

  d.   The that-t effect is the prosodic phenomenon. 

  e.   The modified LA (copies become invisible as a last resort, there is no C deletion nor shift of Transfer 

domain.) 

  f.  The agreement effect is obtained through the label <F, F> without syntactic Agree. (EKS (2017)) 

  g.   The label <Int, Int> of the set containing in-situ wh operators specifies [uQ] on the operators as 

[Interrogative]. 

  h.   The scope of moved wh operators are determined by immediate containment in the set with the label <Int, 

Int>. 

  i.    The ill-formedness of the violation of criterial freezing and wh island comes from scope clash of the wh 

operator. 

  j.    Choice function is not sensitive to locality by the label <Int, Int>. This yields scope ambiguity in English 

and the additional wh effect in Japanese. 
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